
Hobart 22 June 2014 

RACE  1 : This is a race for the three year olds. JABBER JAWZZZ (8) had his first start last week when 

wasn’t disgraced behind the smart Franco Sheffield. He has drawn inside the back row but with a 

little luck will take plenty of holding out. WHO IS HARDEEN (5) is a multiple 2yo winner who resumes 

into a very winnable race. He should push forward and settled on the speed he will take plenty of 

holding out. GEORGIASGRIN (3) is an ex Victorian first up in the state who brings fair form to the 

state. Was placed in a 1:56 mile rate a few runs back so will pay to keep very safe. ORIGIN BILLY (1) 

was spotted hitting the line very strongly last start so if he can take advantage from the pole has an 

e/w chance. ANOTHERMETRO (6) , FLYLIKA HAWK (7) and SUPA SUNSHINE (10) may be able to sneak 

a place at odds. 

TOP PICK :  JABBER JAWZZZ (8) will take plenty of beating here. 

DANGERS :  GEORGIASGRIN (3) this is not a strong race so is a danger along with WHO IS HARDEEN 

(5). 

ROUGHIE : ORIGIN BILLY (1) very close to a win so has a hope at odds. 

RATINGS : 8 – 3 5 – 1 – 6 7 10 – 2 4 9 

 

RACE  2 : This is a very open race for the C1 pacers. THE FAMILY GUY (5) has been racing well but will 

find this tougher than his last two wins but is still a leading chance. ISLAND DISCO (1) has drawn the 

pole so will get her chance to figure in the finish. AVENTADOR (8) is first up in the State who draws 

to get a cheap run on the pegs behind the speed so will have to be kept safe at odds as stable does 

have a good record with ex mainland horses. MISTER RYANJACK (3) is resuming but does have his 

fair share of ability on his night. He can run the gate on his night so don’t be surprised if they have a 

look early so will pay to keep safe. CARLY SEELSTER (2) resumed with a solid effort last start so from 

this handy draw has an e/w chance. BONA FIDE HUSTLER (4) and BOLTNMACH (6) are both going ok 

and can run a place at odds as can SMOKIN MUSTARD (9) who is resuming. 

TOP PICK : THE FAMILY GUY (5) this is slightly harder but he can make his own luck. 

DANGERS : ISLAND DISCO (1) has drawn to be a huge danger along with query runner MISTER 

RYANJACK (3). 

ROUGHIE :  AVENTADOR (8) can run a race at good odds. 

RATINGS :  5 – 1 2 3 8 – 4 6 9 - 7 

 

RACE  3 : This is a 3C1/C0. FRANCO SHEFFIELD (9) is a very smart animal who was brutal when 

winning last week in where he sat parked and ran a 27 third quarter and won as he liked. He will get 

a good run through and be up and around them early so whatever beats him will win. BRAVO 

CHARLIE (7) has been racing very well and despite drawing the top of the track has a good hope of 

running the quinella. LITTLE JETHRO (6) and LE PREMIERE (8) both are more than capable of run the 



quinella with the right run in transit. SUM ONE (2) , BLITZEMGAMBLE (3) , TOP PARTY (4) and 

ROCKET SEAL (5) all have a hope for the first four placings. 

TOP PICK :  FRANCO SHEFFIELD (9) should just win. 

DANGERS : BRAVO CHARLIE  (7) look’s the second pick along LE PREMIERE (8). 

ROUGHIE : SUM ONE (2) draws to run a place at big odds. 

RATINGS :  9 – 6 7 8 – 2 3 4 5 – 1 

 

RACE  4 :  This is a C1 only and there is not much winning form to recommend. ME MATE LES (7) was 

spotted hitting the line very strongly last start when came from a long way back. He will go back 

again here as draws the top of the track but this look’s easier so will take plenty of holding out. HOT 

BROMAC (9) will push through well here and if he can work to the breeze he has an e/w chance. 

ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (8) failed to flatter at first local run but will pay to give another chance as this is 

not strong. IVE GOT OOMPH (1) has drawn ideally and if can hold up early he will give plenty of 

cheek. CITY BABE (3) resumes here and does possess a bit of gate speed so if found the top can run a 

place at odds. ZOOMBA (4) has been going ok at last couple of runs so has an e/w chance. 

TOP PICK :  ME MATE LES (7) if runs up to last effort is the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  IVE GOT OOMPH (1) draws to be a danger along with HOT BROMAC (9). 

ROUGHIE : ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (8) can improve sharply here so has a chance. 

RATINGS :  7 – 1 8 9 – 3 4 – 2 5 6 

 

RACE  5 :  This is a very open C2/C3. BLUE CHIP HARRY (9) has drawn to get a good run through here. 

He hasn’t had any luck at all recently so if gets any at all will take plenty of beating. BETTOR MOVE 

(10) will be following everywhere he goes so has to be a winning chance. FRANCO SEELSTER (3) may 

be able to find the top and if he does he will give them something to chase. LIZA WITH A Z (12) won 

well in much easier company last start. She will be hoping to get the right run into race and if she 

does can be dangerous. GOSH  HEZA REBEL (11) followed the pegs last start when running second. 

He is capable of finishing the race off well with the right run so is a must for the exotics. DAMITSAM 

(4) , JACCKA TOM (5) and ANINCHOFHISLIFE (8) can all sneak a place with a little luck in the run. 

TOP PICK : BLUE CHIP HARRY (9) this looks a good race for him. 

DANGERS : FRANCO SEELSTER (3) if leads is a huge danger along with BETTOR MOVE (10). 

ROUGHIE : LIZA WITH A Z (12) will be double figure odds and can win with the right run. 

RATINGS :  9 – 3 10 12 – 4 5 8 11 – 6 7 – 1 2 

 



RACE  6 : This is the Free For All for the open class pacers. PACHACUTI (2) is a rising star and look’s 

destined for bigger things in the future. He only won narrowly last but did run a very slick last half. 

He should zoom to the lead and get a picnic in front so will continue on his winning way. OUR CHAIN 

OF COMMAND (5) is in the twilight of his career but is still very capable on his night so has a great 

chance to run the quinella. UDOIT (6) was huge last week when galloped out but was spotted hitting 

the line very strongly in that slick last half so has to be kept safe if can repeat that effort. 

BIGGERNBETTERMAX (3) has been around the money of late so has to included in the exotics. OUR 

MELS DREAM (4) is new to the state and on his night can run the gate so may be interesting early. 

SLICK BROMAC (7) is very capable on his night so has a hope for the exotics. 

TOP PICK :  PACHACUTI (2) should just lead and win. 

DANGERS :  OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND (5) looks a danger if there is one along with UDOIT (6). 

ROUGHIE :  MELS DREAM (4) is a query and can place at odds here. 

RATINGS :  2 – 3 5 6 – 1 4 7 

 

RACE  7 : This is a very good C4/C6. MELOLYN (8) is a very classy type who gets a great run through 

being the only runner on the back row. He will be up and around them early so will be the one to 

beat. REMEMBER JOE (6) ran the race of his life last week when it took Pachacuti the length of the 

straight to run him down. He will need a bit of luck in the run but if the breaks fall his way he can 

win. RYKOV LEIS (4) is consistent type who with the right run has a winning chance. BROADBAND (5) 

impressed first up but will find this much stronger but can’t be ruled out entirely. THE MAJORITY (2) , 

STAR CHAMBER (3) and DELIVERTHEGOODS (7) are all capable of running a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : MELOLYN (8) is clearly the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  REMEMBER JOE (6) on his last run is a huge danger along with RYKOV LEIS (4). 

ROUGHIE :  STAR CHAMBER (3) is very dangerous with the right run so has a hope. 

RATINGS :  8 – 3 4 6 – 2 5 7 - 1 

 

RACE  8 :  This is the first heat of the EVICUS for the two year old fillies. FAWZIA (3) was very gallant 

last week when running second to a very smart filly. She draws inside of her main rival so should be 

able to control the race so is the one to beat. SAFETY GIRL (4) ran third in that race and looks the 

danger here as has her fair share of ability. LAUGHYAHEADOFF (6) finished just behind them in the 

Blue Bonnet last week after doing a bit of work early so if she gets a cheap run has a sneaky e/w 

chance. IDEN BELLA (1) was ok on debut and draws well here so can sneak a place at odds. 

CORAGGIO (2) and DAYS LIKE THIS (5) are next best and can run a minor placing. 

 

TOP PICK :  FAWZIA (3) is the one to beat. 



DANGERS :SAFETY GIRL (4) loom’s as the big danger. 

ROUGHIE :  LAUGHYAHEADOFF (6) if there is an upset she may be the one. 

RATINGS  :  3 – 4 –2  6 - 1 5 - 7 

 

RACE 9 :  This is the prelude of the DANDY PATCH for the two year old colts and geldings. JERRYS JET 

(6) is unbeaten and is a rising star, he draws wide here so will look to push forward at some stage 

and will be suited by the 2090 and whatever beats him will win. If he is to be beaten BOASSON 

HAGEN (7) will be the one. He was very unlucky not to beat him last start but will have to step up 

again here as draws outside him but he is very talented so is the danger. BLACKJACKHANOVER (2) 

broke through for a well deserved win last start when led throughout and running his last quarter in 

a slick 27.6 if he repeated that here can give a bit of cheek. Stablemates  ISUNDULA ARTIST (1) and 

FIOKI (5) are a must for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : JERRYS JET (6) is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : BOASSON HAGEN (7) is a huge danger along BLACKJACKHANOVER (2). 

ROUGHIE :  FIOKI (5) can run a place at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 2 7 – 1 5 – 3 4 

 

RACE 10 : This is the second heat of the EVICUS for the two year old fillies. JOKERS WILD CARD (1) is 

the only winner in this field and draws ideally. She will be able to hold up and will give them plenty 

to chase so is the one to beat. GRACE CAMPBELL (7) has been very good in her two runs to date and 

despite drawing wide will be a huge danger as is an improving type. MELLANDRA MAGIC (4) battled 

away well last start in a very slick last half so has to be given an e/w chance. SCHVETSJET (5) has 

been freshened up for this after an encouraging first up run so is a must for the exotics. JOAN GRANT 

(3) is a well bred first starter so will be worth keeping an eye on. 

TOP PICK : GRACE CAMPBELL (7) just at the odds will lean her way. 

DANGERS : JOKERS WILD CARD (1) is clearly the danger as is the leader. 

ROUGHIE :  SCHVETSJET (5) can run a place at odds. 

RATINGS :  1 7 – 3 4 5 – 2 6 

 

 


